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Abstract 

Abstract. My purpose here is to explain the concept of Extreme Inventing, how it was conceived, why it 
is important and has implications for regional economic regeneration policy and practice, especially 
initiatives to encourage the growth of innovation, conventional and social entrepreneurs, micro 
enterprises and more entrepreneurial cultures. For 30 years I have been engaged in the business of 
encouraging the creation and development of new technology based SMEs. As a public servant, I 
created regional technology and innovation policy, and implemented it. But, there is nothing whatsoever 
innovative about innovation policy. It’s time for a change.  Society at large believes to invent, or be 
creative, one needs to be an extra ordinary individual, some kind of genius with God-given creativity. 
Suggesting inventing is ordinary, that it comes naturally to all of us, and is, without question, a social 
rather than an individual phenomenon, is an extreme position to adopt. In the USA, there is Mom 
Inventors Inc. A company that believes Moms are an untapped source of innovative ideas, which they 
help bring to fruition. In the UK there is an embryonic maker movement, a DIY movement that has its 
roots in the USA, which is also currently infatuated with new approaches to innovating such as jugaad 
and frugal innovation. Together with Lean Start-up, these hold the promise of a new era in innovation— 
a grassroots movement to make things better. 

Introduction 

Extreme Inventing was devised as a myth buster. The myth? To invent, or be creative, one needs to be 
an extra ordinary individual. The truth is, we are all inventive, to invent is natural. This message is 
coming through at last in ideas such as everyday creativity, in approaches to innovation like jugaad, 
frugal innovation, reverse innovation, and in America’s Maker (DIY) Movement. In comparison to these, 
Extreme Inventing has a philosophical as well as a practical root. It was developed from ideas on the 
nature of technology from the philosopher of technology Andrew Feenberg. Extreme inventing is the art, 
or perhaps the craft, of recognising and using the innate properties of found objects in some functional 
way, such as, the sharpness of a stone, the weight of water, the slipperyness of wet clay, and even 
emergent social properties. In prehistory all inventing was Extreme, and most found objects would have 
been natural.  

The implications of accepting this apparently radical position for policy makers, and others who 
encourage and even demand citizens or employees to be inventive, is clear. If everyone is inventive, 
what should be done to harness that inventiveness?  Perhaps change should begin in schools. The most 
prolific Extreme Inventors are children, usually when playing with others, but this natural inventiveness is 
schooled out of them, so when they grow up, they need to learn to invent over again. Extreme Inventing 
is predicated on the assumption that the natural inventiveness of individuals is suppressed, even 
discouraged. Rather than an enterprising culture, we have the opposite. Efforts to create enterprise 
cultures, are doomed unless the myth of the rare and creative individual is overturned. Extreme 
Inventing, jugaad, the maker movement, and lean start-up, are all part of an extreme approach to doing 
just this.  
 
Invention and economic development 
I’ve chosen to present the idea of Extreme Inventing in the context of regional or local economic 
development. Innovation policy, it might be argued, has emerged from the field of innovation economics 
(e.g., Antonelli, 2003; Malerba, 2006, Scott, 2006), which is associated with Schumpter’s (2006, original 
1947) model of economic development, which highlighted the relationship between entrepreneurship, 
innovation, and economic cycles.  Thus, innovative individuals, who have the potential of founding their 
own small businesses, have become the focus of efforts to regenerate local, regional and national 
economies. The implicit assumption of this approach is that such individuals are rare and exceptional, a 



scarce economic resource. However, there are recent developments, which, very significantly, have not 
emanated from any government office, and have begun to challenge this central assumption, this pillar 
of economic development policy. These could be described as social or organisational innovations, as 
distinct from the material/physical/artefactual kind. It’s difficult to say when each of the following 
developments began to gain purchase, but it’s now possible to see a cluster of ideas converging into a 
self-organising, bottom-up or grassroots approach to innovating and local economic regeneration. The 
challenge is for local and central governments to respond, without destroying the spontaneity of this 
phenomenon.  
 
The converging developments are:   
 

i) The Lean Start-up movement 
  
ii) A user/innovator approach to inventing represented by Jugaad, an approach to innovating 
emanating from India, and associated ideas such as Frugal Innovation, DIY (USA), Systeme D 
(France), and reverse innovation (USA). Extreme Inventing I see as a possible addition, but unlike 
these others is grounded in a new theoretical perspective on inventing and innovating. 
 
iii) The maker movement, which is supported, encouraged and enabled by Maker Magazine 
(Makermag.com).  
   
iv) Crowd sourcing of investment for micro/small businesses —crowd funding. Eg., Kickstarter.com  

 
Each of these will be covered in brief before focussing on the second of these, putting Extreme Inventing 
into the context of user innovation and highlighting both its practical application and theoretical 
underpinning. From this I will develop an argument for developing new forms of innovation policy.  
 
The Lean Start-up movement 
Associated with the software industry in Silicon Valley and its leading lights, the technology 
entrepreneurs Eric Reis (2011), Steve Blank  (Blank and Dorf, 2012), the Lean Startup movement is 
global and rapidly expanding. Although its primarily associated with the accelerated development of 
software developments like ‘apps’ for smart phones, its principles are universally applicable to all forms 
of enterprise, including what we nowadays call social enterprise. So, Lean Startup is about creating new 
businesses—but fast, a rapid prototyping approach to new micro business development. Efforts at 
generating new businesses are condensed into intense idea generation events or meetups, often 
involving large numbers. Wild ideas for products (usually small software products—the now familiar 
‘apps’) are pitched, quickly validated in real-time using a social networks, information gathering and 
analytical tools the Internet so easily enables. Potential customers are contacted and quizzed there and 
then.  The fast pace means traditional business planning is far too slow so a ‘lean’ method of business 
modelling has been adopted by the Lean Start-up movement developed by Alexander Osterwalder and 
Yves Pigneur (2010). This so-called business model canvas provides a template for rudimentary or 
quick-and-dirty forms of business viability assessment which can be developed subsequently, again in 
an experimental way. This trial and error, an explicitly learning based approach, also referred to as a 
scientific approach because of the emphasis on experimentation. Again, it can apply to any kind of 
enterprise, including social enterprise.  
 
Jugaad, Frugal and Reverse Innovation 
The leading lights of jugaad are Navi Radjou, Jaideep Prabhu, and Simone Ahuja. Their book is entitled, 
Jugaad Innovation: Think Frugal, Be Flexible, and Generate Breakthrough Growth (2011). Jugaad, is a 
Hindi word which refers to innovative fixes or improvised solutions, which are nonetheless ingenious, 
and testament to the inventiveness of their inventors.  It’s not surprising that similar approaches are 
found in many different countries under different names.   In USA it’s DIY (not the same meaning as it 
has here in the UK), in France it’s Systeme D. Although most of the jugaad examples are Indian in 
origin, the situation could be anywhere. The Frugal Innovation Labs of Santa Clara University try to find 
technical solutions to problems experienced by under-served local neighbourhoods 
(http://www.scu.edu/socialbenefit/innovation/frugal). The hope, then, is for Frugal Innovation to catalyse 
economic regeneration. The many examples of jugaad that can be found on the internet, such as Tata’s 
Nano motor car, are, unsurprisingly, Indian in origin. Some innovations, or at least adaptations of, have 
found a market in the so-called First World. GE, from its offices and labs in India has introduced 
innovations such as an electrocardiogram that’s small enough to fit in a rucksack and works off small 
batteries, and a computer-based portable ultrasound machine. The prices of this kind of medical 
equipment has been brought down drastically for use in India, but have found a market in the West. This 
phenomenon has been developed as reverse innovation (Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012), the process 



whereby products or solutions developed in the Third World or developing nations are adapted for use in 
First World. 
 
 
The Maker movement. 
The Maker Movement is about making discrete pieces of physical hardware, usually electronic, but it 
makes use of the lean start model to accelerate the development of new small businesses. Where Lean 
Start Ups have meetups, Makers have the Maker Faires and a magazine. Make Magazine provides a 
platform for the exchange of ideas and methods of fabrication, and a knowledge base of tools such as 
3D printers  (formerly rapid prototyping), kits such as Arduino or the Launchpad Kit (Texas Instruments), 
described as ‘an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware 
and software’ (http://www.arduino.cc). These tools can be used to connect electronic boards, sensors, 
motors, drivers, and other electro-mechanical devices to create toys, exhibits, art works, and, most 
importantly, prototypes, proofs of concept of new products with bigger potential markets. Unlike jugaad, 
the source of problems is the technically advanced developed countries of The West, and, likewise, the 
solutions depend on the presence of a very sophisticated and reliable infrastructure—Internet, electricity 
supply etc.  
 
Crowd funding 
The rapid prototyping of product (Maker Movement) and microenterprises (Lean Start) has, inevitably, 
led to the potential dismantling of a final obstacle to an enterprise culture to thrive at the grassroots level 
of a local economy—crowd funding. Although in its infancy, steps have been taken in the USA to remove 
this obstacle to the creation of new businesses. In April 2012, the Jumpstart Our Business Startups 
(JOBS) Act1 was enacted in the USA, which removes some of the legal obstacles to online investment. 
Similar developments in UK are being considered, although Kickstarter is about to be launched here 
too.2  
 
A new beginning? 
Do these initiatives represent any fundamental change in the way we innovate? The answer, in essence, 
is: No! The one principle implicit in all these approaches is that situated inventing, inventing in response 
to a particular problem, can lead to solutions that may later be modified for application in other scenarios 
hence making them scalable and thus a possible platform for launching small businesses. This is not 
exactly a revelation, or it shouldn’t be, this is what innovating is all about. The difference, in the case of 
so-called Reverse Innovation, is that the flow of innovating is being reversed, from developing to 
developed regions, while the Maker Movement is challenging the idea that innovation is what large 
companies like Apple and Sony does. Although the basic processes or acts of inventing and innovating 
have not changed, indeed cannot change, what has changed is the pace. Business modelling using 
Osterwalder and Pigeur’s lean canvas, Arduino, the Launchpad Kit, and crowd funding are converging 
as a system for satisfying the desire to kick start as many new enterprises as possible, as fast as 
possible, without compromising social utility.  
 
Being lean and being frugal embody two sets of principles, which when combined have the potential to 
revolutionise invention and innovation, but from the bottom up.3 For lean these are: fast pace, an intense 
almost explosive creation of product/solution variety, which combined give Lean Start its potential for 
responsiveness. Frugal innovation or jugaad puts a focus on fitness-for-purpose, or the creation of 
appropriate solutions, combined with economic use of resources in the manufacturing and use phases of 
a product’s life cycle. If these principles were realised together on a global basis, their greatest potential 
would be to harness global inventiveness to solving localised problems, both social and material. In 
other words, they might lead to more sustainable forms of local economic development, in developing 
and developed regions. With this potential in mind I wish to explore in more detail the processes of 
inventing and innovating.  
 
 
 

                                                 
1 http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/apr/05/obama-signs-small-business-act-law 
2 http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/jul/10/kickstarter-open-uk?newsfeed=true 
3 The grassroots revolution I envisage here is equivalent to the corporate revolution in product design and manufacture that 
concurrent engineering ushered in in the 1990s.  



Moms have always invented 
The idea of Extreme Inventing partly grew out of a strong belief that every one of us is naturally 
inventive, and if such inventiveness was encouraged, facilitated and tapped, local economies could be 
rejuvenated. How this could happen will be explored presently. Prior to the current interest in jugaad, 
one of the earliest examples of tapping into the natural inventiveness of individuals was Mom Inventors 
Inc (http://www.mominventors.com). This was the brainchild of Tamara Monosoff. Monosoff, a successful 
mom inventor herself, recognised the moms of America were a huge untapped source of innovation 
potential. Moms were users of 1000s of products and were in a perfect position to know how well they 
performed, what their design strengths and weaknesses were. She knew from her own experience many 
products could be improved upon, or new ones could fill perceived gaps in the mom tools box. She 
created a company that facilitated the invention process from the translation of a raw product concept 
right through to manufacture and marketing, similar to the service provided by the British inventor of the 
Wind-up Radio Trevor Bayliss (http://www.trevorbaylisbrands.com). In my opinion, both Monosoff and 
Bayliss share a vision they both believe there is potential to innovate at the grassroots, even though it is 
not easy to develop an invention to the point of commercial viability.  
 
How is this potential realised? What is it moms do when they invent? What was the most significant step 
taken by Trevor Bayliss when he invented the clockwork wind-up radio? What Bayliss did could be 
described as bricolage. The building of a new ‘thing’ taking parts from other ‘things’. By taking something 
useful from two or more sources and putting them together to make something else of utility. In putting 
together a clockwork mechanism and a radio he produced a solution to a problem that occurred in a 
particular scenario in which electricity supply was uncertain, batteries expensive, but news or information 
important.  Subsequently his invention found application in your kitchen, on your campsite. 
Fundamentally, what Bayliss did was recognise a property or function of a clockwork mechanism, to 
store and release energy in a regulated or controlled manner. He captured this property of a found object 
(the clockwork mechanism) in a different object—the wind-up radio. This is the essence of what I am 
calling Extreme Inventing.  
 
Extreme Inventing 
Extreme inventing is the art of recognising and using an innate property of found objects. Such objects 
can be natural or artefactual. Simply recognising a property is not inventing. The title Extreme Inventor is 
given only to someone who recognises and then captures a property of a found object by incorporating it 
into a unique system, such as a prototype.  
 
Why extreme inventing? The first reason is I needed a label to draw attention. In actuality, there’s 
nothing extreme about Extreme Inventing, its ordinary and something we all do, and on a regular basis, 
especially children. However, since society at large believes to invent you need to be an extra ordinary 
individual, some kind of genius with God-given creativity, then suggesting inventing is ordinary, that it 
also comes naturally to all of us, and is without question a social rather than an individual phenomenon, 
might be considered an extreme position to take. So, the term Extreme Inventing was coined to attract 
attention to the ordinary, just as jugaad is ordinary in India. There are other extreme aspects of Extreme 
Inventing which I will weave into this narrative as it unfolds.  
 
Inventing 
Inventing, and everything else we humans do, begins with a seemingly unimportant act—distinction 
making. Inventing begins with distinguishing what the philosopher of technology Andrew Feenberg 
(2000) has called a property of an object. For example, consider the invention of flint cutting tools in the 
stoneage. To invent a means of cutting, first a cut has to be distinguished. Next, the property of the 
particular piece of stone that makes it a cutter is distinguished. This is sharpness. If the result of cutting 
is found to be socially useful, and others gain a desire for the ‘tool’, then a trading or exchange 
opportunity might be distinguished during a subsequent conversation. Both the cut and the sharpness 
become socially valuable. This might lead to a trade in sharp edged stones, which would create a web of 
relations supporting the creation and trading of ‘sharpness’ in whatever material it was embodied—
stone, copper, bronze or steel.  
 
To be clear, discovering that pieces of a shattered obsidian glass or that broken piece of flint rock are 
sharp, is not inventing. Neither is discovering that the sharp pieces can cut one’s hand.  What does 
constitute an invention is making use of ‘sharpness’ to cut another object which, as a consequence of its 
cutting, becomes socially useful and hence of economic value. In the act of using the ‘sharpness’ 
property, relations are established between the sharp object and its wielder (the tool user), and the 
object on which the sharpness acts. These relationships constitute a rudimentary form of technical 
system. The raw conceptualisation of such a technical system, together with the presumption of a 
socially useful result of its operation, constitutes an invention. Alternatively, an invention might be 



described as the conceptualisation of a set of technical relations, a technical system, which when 
enacted will realise the social use-value of, in this case, a natural property as envisaged by the inventor. 
The same principle applies to found human-made objects, like Bayliss’s clockwork mechanism. His 
inventive step is to combine clock and radio to create something socially useful. Taking another simple 
example. Clay is slippery when wet. Knowing this is not inventing. Using the property ‘slipperyness’ is. 
When the slipperyness of a clay-water mix is used as a lubricant in a technical system, this is an 
inventive step. This step is defined by the capture or incorporation into what we conventionally conceive 
as a non-natural system, an artificial technical system. In the purest sense, no new resources have been 
created. Instead, the components of the technical system have been drawn from existing systems. In 
other words, there has been a restructuring of component distribution.  
 
Inventing vs innovating 
The terms invention and innovation are, more often than not, considered to be synonymous and used 
interchangeably. This creates confusion for everyone. Innovation can refer to an artefact; e.g., an 
innovation, or to the process of innovating. Both terms infer the involvement of an actor, an inventor or 
an innovator, who proactively and purposefully engages in inventing and innovating. Today, those who 
succeed as inventors and/or innovators are venerated, particular by large corporations, state and 
regional governments, because they generate competitive advantage and stimulate economic growth. 
However, it is very useful to make and maintain a distinction. 
 
Innovating is commonly described as a process of commercialization. This is convincing in an economic 
system in which nothing can be done without it being profitable. If we were to consider a much longer 
time line, such as the bronze age, when trading did take place, but exchange was mostly based on 
bartering and not a cash/money equivalent of value, an invention would diffuse only if it had social value.  
Although a broader concept, innovating can be considered a process of socialisation of an invention. I 
consider socialisation as a process of assimilating or accommodating an invention, but this is not a one-
way process. The socio-technical structure or system into which an invention becomes embedded also 
has to give way, to restructure. Thus innovating is a process of mutual adaptation of the invention and 
the extant social system. The individual who modifies the original invention so that it fits a new situation 
may be described as an innovator, but not an inventor. Evidence of diffusion of an invention, a tool or 
device, is also evidence of its usefulness. It is also through this process that a simple object can become 
a more complex social object.  
 
For example, I suggested earlier that using or capturing the slipperyness of a clay-water mix in a system 
of lubrication was an invention. This invention as been used in a process called mud drilling, when a 
clay-water mix is used to lubricate the drill piece of an oil-rig. However, the simple water-clay mix has 
now been largely substituted by a wholly synthetic slurry. Adapting a raw invention to specific application 
contexts is innovating. In jugaad, raw inventions, with a market of one or two people have to be 
adaptable, have to be sufficiently plastic to allow their evolution and fitting to different socio-technical 
contexts. So, jugaad is both inventing and innovating. 
 
Before we move to consider what motivates us to invent and to innovate, here are a few examples of 
Extreme Inventing, equally of jugaad 
 
 
Log wheel and tyre 
 
 

This is an extreme example of invention and we can only imagine 
the pressure the driver was under when s/he used the branch in 
such an inventive, but ultimately foolhardy way. What we see in 
the picture is a found object, the tree branch, substituting for a 
well-designed trailer wheel. In accordance with the principles of 
extreme inventing we ask what property of the found object has 
been captured in what is now a new system, a modified product 
design? Although the branch is rounded, this property is not being 
utilized. What is, is length, or reach. This is the same property one 
would capture when using a found long stick to reach a ball from a 

tree. 
 
 
 
 



Water-filled bottle light 
This is a perfect example of extreme inventing. The picture shows a 
bottle of water inserted into the roof of a shanty town house in the 
Philippines. The inventor recognised a property of a clear liquid to 
transmit light and when it was poured into a transparent container the 
combination acted like a light bulb. How the connection between the 
empty plastic bottles was made would be interesting to find out. The 
principle of transmitting light in this way is well established in the form 
of light tubes or light tunnels but this is a Third World solution to a Third 
World problem. 

 Back to the stoneage and the fundamentals of invention 

Extreme Inventing highlights one approach to inventing, the process of capturing that property of a found 
object and incorporating it into what becomes a novel technical system. In the first example above, a 
natural object was incorporated into an existing man-made system. The second involved two man-made 
objects. The two further examples here takes us back to the very early days of inventing, when tool 
making and using had just begun. It reminds us that there’s nothing really new about inventing, this is 
what humans are good at, and it involves the capturing of properties of found objects. In the case of the 
smaller stone tool, the property ‘sharpness’ is captured in a system of cutting with a stone tool (picture 
left hand side). In the case of prehistoric hand-axes (right hand picture) both sharpness and weight or 
mass are captured in the act of using it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More examples can be found at http://extreme-inventing.com. Now I wish to return to the question of 
what motivates someone to invent and innovate. 

The motivation to invent —problems and solutions 
There is a fundamental connection between emotions, problems, and the relationships we have with 
technical objects such as tools. Whatever we do, and whenever we do it, we will be in a relationship with 
something and/or someone. For example, if you are a keen do-it-yourself kind of person, when you use 
a power tool or a hand tool you will be in a relationship with it. The tool, lets say it’s a wood chisel, is also 
in a relationship with whatever kind of wood material it’s being used to cut into. Frustration might arise if 
the chisel is not sharp enough, or if your technique, which has to do with your ability to control a tool, 
which is in turn about continuously adjusting your relationship with it (like your grip), is not adequate 
enough. In both instances, the problem arises because the chisel, or your body, fails to relate to the 
material or the tool respectively. In such situations you feel you have what we call a problem (Maturana, 
1995). A problem arises when the relationships are not perfect. In such situations, we think about what 
the ideal set of relationships would be, and the ideal, the alternative, we call a solution. Thus a solution 
to the chisel failing to relate effectively or efficiently with a material is to sharpen it, or to replace it with a 
sharper tool, or to choose softer material (pine instead of mahogany). In other words, the simplest kinds 
of solutions are modifications to a system that brings it closer to a conceived ideal set of relationships. 
The best way to think of problems then is to think about the weaknesses in the relationships between 
system components. In any case of tool using, the components are: i) your physical body, and the way it 
relates to the tool; ii) the tool, and the way it relates to the object it is being used on: and iii) the object 
that the tool acts upon. If you think the system can be improved by modifying the design of the tool, then 
you have an opportunity either to innovate (modify its design), or to invent, by designing a completely 
new form of tool, and, thus, system. 



 
A brief word about organisational innovation. Nobody invented social relationships, they have emerged 
with our species. But social relationships, which include working relationships, can be modified. If you 
have frustrations arising from relationships with people, say in a work situation, what solutions are 
available to you? You can improve your relationship, by talking through differences and making an 
agreement on how to improve it, or you can remove yourself, say, by avoiding that person, or seek some 
means of removing them from the work situation. One very common managerial solution to 
organisational productivity is to replace a person with a machine. The organisational innovation enabled 
by computers is virtualisation and computer mediated working relationships, or customer relationships. 
 
 
Emotion is the true mother of invention (and enterprise) 
We are all familiar with the notion that need or necessity is the mother of invention, but what is need, 
how does it manifest itself, and when? Need and want, are, of course, feelings, they are emotions. If you 
feel discontent, if you feel discomfort, if you feel pain, these are all indicators that the activity, or 
situation, or process, with which you are engaged, or in which you are a stakeholder or a potential 
beneficiary of its result/outcome/output, requires improvement. The psychologist Timo Jarvilehto (2000) 
says that innovation, by which he means invention, is a result of negative emotions, like discomfort, like 
frustration, like pain. Without negative emotions there is no incentive to improve. Some object to this 
idea, saying that positive emotions also provide an incentive to improve, but do they? For example, if 
you hear a fantastic trumpet player you feel elated, perhaps exhilarated, and these positive feelings 
motivate you to go play the instrument, or improve your technique. However, this does not lead to a new 
instrument. And frustration, even anger, is a definite motivation to practice to improve performance. 
Once you have mastered the technique, then playing becomes a positively emotioning experience. If you 
want to repeat an emotional 'high', you want to do more of the same, not something different. If you 
invent one thing, it gives a 'high' and so you want to invent something else. However, that something-
else does not flow directly from feeling content or happy, but from the opposite. Following  Jarvilehto, 
negative emotions are the true mother of invention, but they must also be the true root of the motivation 
to set up an enterprise (Bond, 2006).  
 
Conditions for extreme inventing and innovating 
To summarise these thoughts about inventing and innovating. What I have attempted to do here is 
establish the conditions under which inventing might ensue. 
 

• You feel you have a problem, or you recognise and feel someone else’s problem.  
 

• You feel discomfort, discontent, frustration, pain, anger, yourself or on behalf of 
someone else in respect of a situation or set of relationships, the latter more 
accurately described as a system. 

 
• You are frustrating by your lack of money/income.  

 
• You are reluctant to spend money, and feel great (positive emotioning) when you are 

able to save money. 
 

• Wish to repeat the positive emotions from previous successful inventing and problem 
solving (and saving money). 

 
• Having bits and pieces to hand, or easily obtained, and/or adapted, from which you 

can make a prototype. 
 

• If you do manage to bring those bits and pieces together to form a working prototype, 
then you have demonstrated at least a degree of competence in systems/product 
design, which is the fifth condition for successful extreme invention. 

 
Inventing has nothing to do with starting a business, but this might be a motivation if you want an 
income. This can come from being in business or selling an invention on, or sharing an invention with 
someone who is willing to start a business. But willingness and motivation to start a business does not 
guarantee competence to manage one successfully. This is where innovation policy meets business 
support policy. 
 
 
 



In conclusion: a policy for an enterprise culture 
Everybody invents, few can or want to start a business. A Harvard Medical School psychiatrist Ruth 
Richards and colleagues (Richards, 2007) say not only are we naturally creative, being creative makes 
us feel good. It contributes to our ‘wellness’. Without creativity (inventiveness), we would not survive a 
day. We need it to cope with the flow of problems we face every day, at work, at home, and everywhere 
in between. Or, putting this another way, we have developed our innate ability to be creative/inventive by 
responding successfully to problems.  
 
It might be argued that forming enterprises is natural too, after all, what are hunting and gathering, our 
cultural roots, if they are not enterprises? However, nowadays enterprises, the kind that are the focus of 
attention for economic development strategists, are formal, indeed legal undertakings. This particular 
type of organisation Steve Blank has called a company. A Startup, however, is something else. He 
describes it as an organisation formed to search for a repeatable and scalable business model. A 
company forms next. The transition from inventing, to being a startup, innovating and then becoming a 
company is a learning process. As such, it can and should be treated as such. Who is best placed to 
support the would-be entrepreneur? Answer, other entrepreneurs. The Lean Start Up movement is for 
entrepreneurs, by entrepreneurs. Jugaad was not invented by three academics, it was so spontaneous 
and prevalent n India and there was already a name for the practice. So what can economic 
development agencies do to support entrepreneurs to support entrepreneurs?  
 
At this point I could muster quotes from recent reports that show how poor the performances of 
economic development and business support agencies really are, not just in the UK (Leichstentein, 
2002; Kayne, 2002; Scott, 2012). And so more of the same kind of intervention policies is not an 
innovative option. Instead, policy makers need to sit back for a time and reflect on the fundamentals of 
inventing, innovating, and being enterprising. An enterprising economy is based on problem solving and 
all forms of enterprise, including the ubiquitous for-profit company, fit into one or more of the following 
categories: solution engineers, solution makers (manufacturers), solution deliverers (marketeers), and 
solution supporters (e.g., technical service providers). For more on this approach to catefgorisation see 
Bond: 2011.  
 
Policy makers should recognise and consider the following: 
 

Emotions are the true mother of invention and are at the roots of what makes people want to 
change their situated experiences, their lives, and it follows that… 
 
Emotion, especially negative emotions, is at the heart of new enterprise formation. Where 
negative emotions run high there will be opportunities to improve. 
 
Knowing or feeling one has a problem is only the beginning of improvement. One has to go from 
problem to solution and this involves designing or engineering. This is the difficult part of the 
whole process, and one that requires resources, and the funds to lubricate the process.   
 
It would be useful to consider how metacognitive skills, that is, learning how to learn, which is 
about learning to improve one’s own performance in a particular context, could be promoted at all 
levels of education, from schools, colleges and universities, but also within existing organisations, 
public and private. The more problems can be found and resolved, the greater the improvement. 
 
How to promote learning by doing. How to provide the opportunities for people to be enterprising 
about solving problems, and encourage experimentation as part of a scientific approach to 
understanding how new enterprises are formed.   This is what the Lean Startup movement is 
encouraging. Could it be used to regenerate a local economy in a systematic way?  
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